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Abstract

The growing need for using small data distin-
guished by a set of distributional properties
becomes all the more apparent in the era of
large language models (LLM). In this paper,
we show that for the lemmatisation of the web
as corpora texts, heterogeneous social media
texts, and dialect texts, the morphological tag-
ging by a model trained on a small dataset with
specific properties generally works better than
the morphological tagging by a model trained
on a large dataset. The material we use is Rus-
sian non-standard texts and interviews with dia-
lect speakers. The sequence-to-sequence lem-
matisation with the help of taggers trained on
smaller linguistically aware datasets achieves
the average results of 85 to 90 per cent. These
results are consistently (but not always), by 1-2
per cent. higher than the results of lemmatisa-
tion with the help of the large-dataset-trained
taggers. We analyse these results and outline
the possible further research directions.

1 Introduction

Lemmatisation is a natural language processing
(NLP) task that is a part of the basic language re-
source toolkit (BLARK) (Krauwer, 1998, 2003;
Piotrowski, 2012). Lemmatisation may be defined
as a transformation of a given token into the diction-
ary form, the latter being called a lemma. There
may be different ways of lemmatisation, such as
classifying a token by its particular supposed lem-
matisation rule and the subsequent transformation
by this rule (for instance, such model may classify
shown into the group of tokens that are lemmatised
with «delete last n and then add to before the token»
rule, and then transformed by this rule into to show)
(Anastasyev, 2020). In this paper, we focus on the
sequence-to-sequence approach, which takes input
sequence and transforms it into output sequence
directly (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014).

Sequence-to-sequence approach generally re-
quires additional information for the token, be-

cause it is difficult for the model to lemmatise
bare tokens (Kanerva et al., 2021). Many smaller
lects1 do not possess gold morphological tagging.
However, they are located nearby a closely-related
high-resource lect, for which there are a lot of gold
morphological datasets.

We hypothesise that there is a reliable way to find
a dataset with the specific distributional properties,
train a tagger on it, use this tagger on a new, rather
different dataset, and then lemmatise the tokens of
this dataset with a preliminary fine-tuned large lan-
guage model. We also presume that this approach
is preferable to gathering the biggest data amount
possible.

We believe that the thoroughness in morpho-
logical training data selection becomes gradually
more important with increasing variation within
the lemmatisation evaluation data. So, if overall
the better tactic is to get the largest and the most
heterogeneous dataset possible, for some types of
data one needs a more nuanced approach.

We are going to demonstrate this on the material
of the non-standard Russian lects. This includes
the web as corpora material, social media texts,
and dialect texts, presenting the continuum of lects
getting further away from the standard Russian in
terms of distributional properties. We hypothesise
the following:

H1: Morphological tagging efficiency directly
influences the lemmatisation accuracy.

H2: If the model trains on the larger dataset,
the morphological tagging it performs will present
stable satisfactory results.

H3: For the non-standard data, the distributional
properties of the training dataset are generally more
important than the sheer size.

We impose a set of restrictions. Both the model
we use for morphological tagging and the lemmat-

1In this paper, we use lect as a neutral term for any given
language variety, whether it is a standard, a dialect, or a soci-
olect.
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iser (at least in prediction mode) should be able to
run on an individual device with no more than 6GB
V-RAM (the specs of NVIDIA GeForce GTX1060,
currently the most widespread GPU). The training
data may vary in size, however, the datasets that
we select on distributional properties basis should
not exceed 500 000 tokens.

Section 2 contains previous research on the top-
ics of lemmatisation in general and Russian lem-
matisation in particular. In section 3, we describe
the data. Section 4 includes a description of the
method. Section 5 describes the experiments and
the analysis of their results. In section 6, we wrap
up the research, stating either confirmation or re-
futation for each of the hypotheses, as well as the
possible future directions of the research.

2 Related Work

Currently, there are two predominant approaches
to lemmatisation. The first is the classification ap-
proach: the model determines the rule of lemmat-
isation for a given token and then applies the rule
(Mills, 1998; Chrupała, 2006; Plisson et al., 2008;
Gesmundo and Samardžić, 2012; Radziszewski,
2013). This approach tends to be monolingual
(Anastasyev, 2020; Torre Alonso, 2022). The
second is the generally multilingual sequence-to-
sequence approach when the input (token and
its features) is transformed directly to the out-
put sequence, lemma (Straka and Straková, 2017;
Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2018; Kanerva et al.,
2021).

Russian lemmatisation currently dominates the
East Slavic lemmatisation landscape (Anastasyev,
2020), including historical varieties, with both rule-
based and automatic methods (Berdičevskis et al.,
2016; Pedrazzini and Eckhoff, 2021). However,
territorial lects have not yet gained the same kind
of attention, while the lemmatisers designed for
specific corpora are not open-source (Kryuchkova
and Goldin, 2011, 2015). Russian web as corpora
and social media texts are included in the evalu-
ation pipelines but generally are not the centre of
attention (Sorokin et al., 2017).

There are different ways to enhance the perform-
ance of a lemmatisation model, morphological tag-
ging being the most common (Anastasyev, 2020).
The ensemble models that enhance lemmatisation
efficiency with external resources (Milintsevich
and Sirts, 2021) are gaining popularity, especially
for historical low-resource territorial lects (de Graaf

et al., 2022). And given that social media texts are
similar to them (Piotrowski, 2012), the contempor-
ary vocabulary dictionaries are going to be of use
in further research.

3 Data

We employ two groups of datasets: the training
datasets and the evaluation datasets. Training data-
sets are generally well-established through Russian
NLP and mostly contain standard Russian texts.
The evaluation datasets group contains both the
well-established ones and the ones that are not yet
heavily adopted in the Russian NLP.

The largest training dataset is a collection of dif-
ferent Russian National Corpus2 texts that vary dia-
chronically (from the 1700s to 2010s), orthograph-
ically (containing texts in modern orthography, as
well as premodern, used mostly before 1917), and
genre-wise (including news, poetry, fiction, and
social media). We later refer to this dataset as
RNC-sampled. This dataset contains nearly 2 mil-
lion tokens. It is also the dataset the lemmatisation
model trained on. We also employ two subsets of
RNC-sampled. The first one is Taiga (Shavrina and
Shapovalova, 2017), which aims to represent texts
from social media that demonstrate a higher level
of variation and colloquiality. Taiga contains 197
000 tokens. The second is SynTagRus (Drogan-
ova et al., 2018), the biggest Universal Dependen-
cies Russian corpus, containing fiction, non-fiction
and news texts. The original SynTagRus contains
1.5 million tokens, we downsampled it to 195 000
tokens for effective comparison with Taiga.

We use three sets of data for evaluation. The
first is the tagged part of the Russian General In-
ternet Corpus (Belikov et al., 2018), designed for
MorphRuEval-2017 (Sorokin et al., 2017). It is
270264 tokens in size. Later we refer to this dataset
as GIKRYA. GIKRYA consists of different texts
from the Internet, which possess a high degree
of variation and lack orthographical normalisation.
The tagging of the GIKRYA part that we employ is
human-checked.

The second evaluation dataset is the scraped col-
lection of tweets from 2022 to 2023, selected based
on them containing words мокша ‘Moksha’, эр-
зя ‘Erzya’, and Саратов ‘Saratov’. The tweets
contain texts from the regional mass media, as
well as everyday communication, concerning cur-
rent politics, by speakers of different origins and

2ruscorpora.ru
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backgrounds. We slightly manually normalised the
texts, correcting the most obvious errors, such as
*проектрование > проектирование ‘design’.
The variation degree in this dataset, despite the
minor edits, remains high, mostly due to the non-
standard compounds, such as иворовал (<ива +
воровал ‘willow + steal.PAST.3.SG.M’), and non-
standard orthography, for instance, расейськая
‘Russian’. We provide human-checked lemmata
(without PoS/morphological tagging) for this data-
set. We later refer to this dataset as MES-Tweets.
MES-Tweets contains 6100 tokens.

The third group of evaluation datasets is the
transcribed recordings of interviews with speak-
ers of Russian continuum dialects (small territorial
lects) Belogornoje (Saratov Region, Russia, south-
ern type, the territory where Russian speakers ar-
rived after the Russian dialect system had formed),
and Megra (Vologda Region, Russia, northern type,
the territory where Russian speakers had arrived
before the split of the Old East Slavic dialect con-
tinuum). We take the material for both Belogornoje
and Megra (as we refer to them later) from Saratov
dialectological corpus (Kryuchkova and Goldin,
2011, 2015). These datasets are in themselves ho-
mogeneous, yet they differ from the training data-
sets, representing small territorial lects, rather than
variation within the standard. Belogornoje and
Megra together contain 4372 tokens, with Megra
being slightly larger (2856 versus 1516 tokens).
Both datasets possess gold lemmatisation and mor-
phological tagging, though annotation schema dif-
ferences make the use of the latter hardly applicable
to this study.

We present the short summary for each dataset
in Table 1.

4 Method

To determine the degree, to which the morpholo-
gical properties of a training dataset may influence
the lemmatisation efficiency of an evaluation data-
set, we present the following experiment pipeline.

Beforehand, we fine-tune the lemmatisation
model with the largest morphologically tagged
dataset available, RNC-sampled. The lemmatisa-
tion model is a sequence-to-sequence one, employ-
ing the BART architecture with the largest number
of parameters (430M) (Lewis et al., 2020). This
model, BART-large, is used for all the lemmatisa-
tion experiments.

For part-of-speech tagging, we use the Stanza

tagger (Qi et al., 2018, 2020), modified for the low-
resource lects (Scherrer, 2021). We train Stanza
on three different datasets, RNC-sampled, Taiga,
and SynTagRus-downsampled. RNC-sampled has
the largest variation degree and the largest size.
Taiga, being relatively smaller, consists of social
media texts that inherently possess a high degree of
variety. SynTagRus-downsampled is comparable
in size to Taiga, but it is much more homogeneous
genre-wise.

Training yields three taggers for each of the data-
sets (RNC-sampled, Taiga, and SynTagRus). We
then test these models. For this, we use GIKRYA
as a dataset both completely independent from the
Russian National Corpus and possessing a signific-
ant variation degree. This provides us with the pre-
liminary idea of whether the knowledge acquired
through RNC-sampled, Taiga, and SynTagRus-
downsampled data, may aid the model in tagging a
completely different dataset.

Then we perform the three stages of the lem-
matisation experiments. As a baseline for each
stage, we use two different tactics. The first is a
simple token-to-lemma method when each token
is taken as its own lemma. The second is using
BART-large on bare tokens (with input in the form
of [token] [part-of-speech information] [morpholo-
gical tagging information] and lemma as a desired
output). For each stage, we tag the datasets of
GIKRYA (stage 1), MES-Tweets (stage 2) and Be-
logornoje and Megra (stage 3) with each of the
morphological tagging models available, provid-
ing silver (non-human-checked, yet performed by a
model that generally produces satisfactory results)
morphological tagging. The stages represent the
growing degree of distance between standard Rus-
sian and the variations that form the datasets. After
that, we lemmatise each of the acquired datasets
with BART-large. We compare the results of the
lemmatisation against the baseline. As GIKRYA
provides the gold morphological tagging, for stage
1 we also lemmatise tokens with gold tagging to
set the highest possible bar.

For evaluation, we use accuracy score, combined
with different string similarity measures: Leven-
shtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), Damerau-
Levenshtein distance (Damerau, 1964), and Jaro-
Winkler distance (Jaro, 1989; Winkler, 1990).
Levenshtein distance that scores additions, dele-
tions, and substitutions of characters gives a more
precise picture of sequence-to-sequence model per-
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Dataset name Dataset group Previous morphological tagging presence Token number
RNC-sampled Training Present 2000000

Taiga Training Present 197000
SynTagRus Training Present 1500000
GIKRYA Evaluation Present 270264

MES-Tweets Evaluation Non-present 6100
Belogornoje Evaluation Present (different annotation schema) 1516

Megra Evaluation Present (different annotation schema) 2856

Table 1: Datasets used in the study

formance in comparison to the accuracy score, re-
ducing the cost of small mistakes and putting the
models that generalise over the models that only
memorise. Damerau-Levenshtein distance adds
substitutions, providing an even more fine-grained
picture. Jaro-Winkler distance shows exactly how
well models capture the concept of lemmatisation
in Slavic languages, favouring the sequences that
match from the beginning. We also use normalised
versions of these metrics (Grubbs, 1969). Normal-
isation generally highlights the ability of a model
to generalise: if the normalised score is less than
its raw counterpart, the model possibly learned to
remember particular token-lemma pairs rather than
to lemmatise.

5 Experiments and Analysis

We split the experiments into the morphological
tagging section and the lemmatisation section. The
lemmatisation section consists of three stages. For
the first, we use GIKRYA, the web corpus that
contains texts of different genres and variations,
some further from the standard Russian than others.
The second includes the lemmatisation of the MES-
Tweets dataset, which possesses a higher variation
degree. For the third, we take dialect data, pushing
the ability of the models to generalise to the limit.

5.1 Morphological tagging

The morphological tagging results for GIKRYA are
in Table 2.

The model trained on RNC-sampled was overfit-
ting. It has the least out-of-vocabulary rate while
performing worse than the models trained on Taiga
and SynTagRus-downsampled. The model trained
on SynTagRus-downsampled performed the best,
especially in the exact match category (UFeats).
Probably, the homogeneity and the small size of
SynTagRus-downsampled allow the model to con-
centrate on the morphological tagging concept

rather than attempting to grasp variation within
it. However, all the models achieved relatively high
scores, which may make their tagging relevant for
the lemmatisation.

5.2 Lemmatisation (GIKRYA)

The results of measuring the efficiency of GIKRYA,
morphologically tagged with these models’ lem-
matisation (later referred to by the name of the
dataset we trained them on), are in Table 3.

The results show that gold tagging predictably is
the most desired option for the lemmatiser. Models,
however, are still able to easily outperform both
baselines. The synTagRus-downsampled-trained
model demonstrates the highest accuracy score,
while the RNC-sampled-trained one shows the
highest Jaro-Winkler distance score. Levenshtein
and Damerau-Levenshtein distances, including the
normalised ones, are the same. Each model helps
the lemmatiser to achieve a consistently high score
and to understand that Russian lemmata gener-
ally start with the same characters as tokens. Im-
portantly, mistakes that the lemmatiser makes are
often caused by differences in the lemmatisation
policy and not incorrect morphological tagging, cf.
регулировать ‘control’ instead of регулирую-
щий ‘the controlling one’: in RNC-sampled, Taiga
and SynTagRus-downsampled the participles are
treated as verbs and lemmatised to an infinitive,
while in GIKRYA the participle is a full-fledged
part-of-speech category, and the participles are
lemmatised to their nominative singular masculine
form.

However, the results do not correlate directly
with the morphological tagging results, as the RNC-
sampled-trained model performs the worst in mor-
phological tagging, yet here it helps the lemmat-
iser the most to grasp the concept of lemmatisa-
tion, and overall to score pretty well. SynTagRus-
downsampled-trained model, the best for morpho-
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Training dataset PoS PoS+Feats UFeats OOV
RNC-sampled 83.17 77.65 54.90 15.59

Taiga 85.57 80.89 54.75 35.03
SynTagRus-downsampled 85.57 82.51 60.69 34.55

Table 2: The efficiency of GIKRYA dataset morphological tagging with Stanza (Qi et al., 2018, 2020; Scherrer,
2021), evaluated by Micro-F1 score, %.The best results here and after are highlighted in bold.

Model A L L(N) D-L D-L(N) J-W J-W(N)
Token-to-lemma 51.79 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.84 93.99 97.21

Bare token 49.07 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.85 86.34 96.5
RNC-sampled 90.41 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 98.94 98.94

Taiga 89.93 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 98.92 98.92
SynTagRus-downsampled 90.51 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 98.93 98.93

Gold 94.79 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 99.54 99.54

Table 3: The results of GIKRYA lemmatisation evaluation by accuracy score (A, %), raw (L) and normalised(L(N))
Levenshtein, raw (D-L) and normalised (D-L(N)) Damerau-Levenshtein, raw (J-W) and normalised (J-W(N), %)
Jaro-Winkler distances.

logical tagging, enables the lemmatiser to do the
best in terms of accuracy, but also the latter gets
worse Jaro-Winkler results. Only the Taiga-trained
model still lags behind.

Morphological tagging mistakes may play some
role in the downfalls of the models, for instance, in
cases such as аг instead of ага ‘yeah’, which the
tagger treats as a noun in the genitive singular form,
misleading lemmatiser that afterwards applies the
wrong tactic.

5.3 Lemmatisation (MES-Tweets)

GIKRYA is still a human-checked, heavily norm-
alised dataset. To get the picture of the model’s
performance in what is functionally terra incognita,
we attempt to lemmatise MES-Tweets. The results
are in Table 4.

The results differ from the previous experiments.
The tagging by the Taiga-trained model aids lem-
matiser the most, even if by a slight margin in
each given metric. It seems that here the Taiga
lemmatisation approach coincides with the target
dataset, as it correctly predicts размышляющий
‘the thinking one’ as the participle lemma in con-
trast to the infinitive размышлять ‘to think’, that,
for example, SynTagRus lemmatisation rules pro-
pose. It also detects some complex nouns, such
as финно-угр ‘Finno-Ugric’, which, for instance,
SynTagRus-downsampled-trained model perceives
as an adjective, yielding lemma финно-угрый.
Morphological tagging yet again heavily defines
the dives in the performance of the lemmatiser, but

now the Taiga-trained model is seemingly the best
with the given dataset. It may be explained by the
closeness of the dataset domains: both Taiga and
MES-Tweets are social media texts.

To check this, we turn to the dialect datasets,
which are close to social media in terms of vari-
ation within themselves and when compared to the
standard Russian. Results are presented in tables 5
and 6.

5.4 Lemmatisation (Dialect datasets)

Dialect datasets yet again show different results. In
Megra, none of the models beat the token-to-lemma
baseline by the normalised Jaro-Winkler distance
metric, which signals the morphological tagging
issues. Incorrect morphological tag detection leads
to incorrect sequence-to-sequence transformation,
as the confused model applies different rules. For
instance, it may predict брести ‘to wander’ instead
of бремя ‘burden’. Despite that, Taiga achieves
the best score by every other metric.

In Belogornoje, the lemmatiser benefits the most
from RNC-sampled-trained model tagging, with
Taiga getting close. There may be different factors
at play here: the Belogornoje dataset is only a thou-
sand tokens and is closer to the standard Russian,
probably, 20th-century fiction, than Megra.

Morphological tagging still seems unable to
solve some critical issues. The question of how to
treat compound lemmata in the dataset remains, cf.
дак и ‘so’ that is lemmatised only as и ‘and’ by the
model. <ё> is necessary for dialects, though, in the
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Model A L L(N) D-L D-L(N) J-W J-W(N)
Token-to-lemma 58.42 0.71 0.53 0.71 0.53 96.19 98.12

Bare token 53.48 0.77 0.6 0.77 0.6 88.55 97.52
RNC-sampled 86 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 98.49 98.49

Taiga 86.38 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 98.59 98.59
SynTagRus-downsampled 86.1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 98.47 98.47

Table 4: The results of MES-Tweets lemmatisation evaluation.

Model A L L(N) D-L D-L(N) J-W J-W(N)
Token-to-lemma 60.54 0.86 0.8 0.86 0.8 90.76 96.8

Bare token 58.65 0.9 0.84 0.9 0.83 90.3 95.67
RNC-sampled 82.67 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 95.65 95.65

Taiga 83.89 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 95.66 95.66
SynTagRus-downsampled 81.97 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 95.4 95.4

Table 5: The results of Megra dialect lemmatisation evaluation.

standard Russian dataset, it is normalised to <е>.
Rare word changing models for verbs like поми-
рать ‘to be dying’, the forms of which lemmatiser
treats as the forms of помереть ‘to die’ under the
influence of more productive models, present the
problem as well.

Significant dialect features, for instance, jakanje,
if shown in lemma, also lead to errors (cf. выдояти
‘to milk’ that is lemmatised as standard Russian
выдоить). Non-standard forms, such as мни ‘I-
DAT’ (cf. standard мне) confuse both the tagger
and the lemmatiser, leading to incorrect tagging and
subsequent assignment of the token as its lemma,
instead of я. But the most significant issue is still
the lemmatisation policy, the differences between
understanding what should be a lemma for a token
in a dataset.

6 Conclusion

The experiments prove that the silver morpholo-
gical tagging allows a lemmatiser to perform much
more efficiently than without any information on
morphological tagging (over 40% improvement).
We show that silver morphological tagging aids
almost as efficiently as gold morphological tag-
ging, lagging only by 4% for web as corpora data-
sets, such as GIKRYA. This is achieved with the
BART-large model, fine-tuned for the standard lan-
guage. Both the prediction run of BART-large
and any training run of modified Stanza (Scher-
rer, 2021) did not take more than 4 GB GPU on
RTX 3060 (mobile). Thus, even if fine-tuning
large lemmatiser models themselves on personal

computer hardware is still going to remain a fo-
cus of further study, morphological tagging and
lemmatisation itself may be performed on the re-
latively small data. The lemmatiser enhanced
with data provided by both the Taiga-trained and
the SynTagRus-downsampled-trained taggers often
performs better than the lemmatiser enhanced with
data provided by the RNC-sampled-trained tagger.
Even when the situation is opposite, the distance
between the results rarely exceeds five per cent.

The hypotheses that we stated at the beginning
of the research were the following:

H1: Morphological tagging efficiency directly
influences the lemmatisation accuracy.

H2: If the model trains on the larger dataset,
the morphological tagging it performs will present
stable satisfactory results.

H3: For non-standard data lemmatisation, the
distributional properties of the training dataset are
generally more important than the sheer size.

The first hypothesis, as GIKRYA experi-
ments show, holds only partially. SynTagRus-
downsampled-trained tagger performs the best in
terms of morphological tagging, but RNC-sampled-
trained tagger performs the best as an aide for the
lemmatiser.

The second hypothesis holds: there are no sud-
den falls in lemmatisation accuracy when the RNC-
sampled-trained tagger provides additional data,
even if the results achieved are not the best.

The third hypothesis generally holds. The less
the dataset resembles the standard Russian, the
more efficient becomes the enhancement with data
acquired from the Taiga-trained tagger, and the less
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Model A L L(N) D-L D-L(N) J-W J-W(N)
Token-to-lemma 59.37 0.83 0.78 0.83 0.78 92.34 97.1

Bare token 58.05 0.85 0.8 0.85 0.79 92.22 97.16
RNC-sampled 84.89 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 97.85 97.85

Taiga 83.71 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 97.73 97.73
SynTagRus-downsampled 83.25 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 97.61 97.61

Table 6: The results of Belogornoje dialect lemmatisation evaluation.

efficient becomes the enhancement with data ac-
quired from the SynTagRus-downsampled-trained
tagger. This is because Taiga, social media texts,
is much more heterogeneous than SynTagRus-
downsampled. Additional morphological inform-
ation from RNC-sampled-trained tagger run beats
the one that Taiga provides, but only for Belo-
gornoje. It is important to remember that parts
of Taiga are included in RNC-sampled, and inter-
action between these parts and other parts of the
RNC-sampled enabled the lemmatiser to process
Belogornoje especially well. However, this case is
an outlier.

The future direction of the research becomes
clear: further search for a dataset that provides the
best silver morphological tagging for dialect data
as well as attempts at efficiently using small trans-
formers (such as TinyBART (Shleifer and Rush,
2020)) that one can fine-tune with personal com-
puter hardware.
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